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Abstract 
It is known that a space with every countable-to-one regular preimage normal must be at least 
< C-cwN. We construct a model of ZFC + CH with a normal space X that has every countable-to- 
one regular preimage normal but is not < c+ -cwH, so that ZFC does not imply stronger separation 
properties for these spaces. X is also an example of a Moore space that is < NI-paracotnpact but 
not < Nz-paracompact. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Kepw-ds: Normal; Collectionwise normal; Collectionwise Hausdorff; Preimage 
AMS c~lass~~~mtinrl: 54CO5: 54D I5 
1. Introduction 
A space X is Pin(d) if whenever Y is a regular space and f : Y 4 X is a continuous 
< rL?-to-l surjection, then Y is normal. In [2], we obtained the following two results. 
Theorem 1.1. Let X be a normal space. 
(a) [f X is o-closed discrete and cw,H, then X is Pin(w). 
(b) !f X is Pin(w), then X is < c-cwH. 
In this note, we will construct a model of ZFC + CH with a space X that is Pin(d) 
but not < c+-cwH, so that (b) is the strongest result provable in ZFC. Our notion of 
forcing is a modification of the partial order used by Shelah in [3] to construct a model 
of ZFC + CH with a normal space that is < NI-cwH but not < N?-cwH. The proof 
that every countable-to-one regular preimage of X is normal uses an essentially model- 
theoretic idea to partition a pair of disjoint closed sets into a family of c-many pairs that 
can be separated. A fragment of < c-cwN is then used to tie these separations together. 
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The space X is a Moore space, so it is another consistent example of a first countable 
space that is < Ni-paracompact, but not < Nz-paracompact. For more examples of such 
spaces, see [4]. 
Soon after proving the main result of the paper, we realized that (b) of Theorem 1.1 
can be improved as follows. 
Theorem 1.2. Suppose X is Pin(w). Then X is < c-cwN. 
Proof. This is an easy generalization of Theorem 4.2 from [2]. 0 
2. The construction of X 
Let Ez, denote the statement “There is a nonreflecting stationary subset of {o E 
~2: cf(aj = w}“. We start with a model V that satisfies ZFC + GCH + Et;‘. Let 
E C {o E ~2: cf(a) = w} b e a nonreflecting stationary set, and for each Q E %, fix 
an increasing sequence of successor ordinals (cK,),~w that converges to ct and satisfies 
V’n. E N $9 E w2 (a, = /Jw + n). Implicit in this notation is the fact that a, is depends 
on both ‘II and a. Also notice that we use N as our index set so that each a, is a successor 
ordinal. 
The point set of X is the ordinal w2 with the topology r generated by the following 
family of basic open sets: 
{ ((1) u {%: nz, > n}: (1: E E and n E W} u {{a}: a E X \ E}. 
Notice that X with the topology r is < Nt-cwH, not 6 Nz-cwH, and (because of the 
way we chose the N,‘s) a Moore space. However, X need not be normal (see [l] for 
more details). 
Following Shelah [3], we will construct a notion of forcing p that will make X < N t - 
cwN while preserving cardinals, CH, and stationary subsets of ~2. For a subset A 5 ~2, 
we will use cl,A to denote the closure of A with respect to 7 and cl,, A to denote the 
closure of A with respect to the usual order topology on ~2. 
Let V’ be a model of ZFC containing V, with WY = WY’. Fix f E WI’ n I”. Notice 
that {f-‘({a}): N E WI} is a discrete family of closed subsets of X and that (because 
X \ E is open discrete) X is < Nl-cwN in V’ if and only if each such discrete family is 
separated. Our final partial order will be built from partial orders designed to introduce 
generic separations of these discrete families. Accordingly, define a partial order p(f) as 
follows: p = (U5p: < < wI) E lP(f) if and only if 
(1) for each < < WI, either Uf is empty or UF is a countable union of basic open 
neighborhoods of points in f-‘({E}); 
(2) ifJ<[‘<wt,thenlJ[nUF=fl; 
(3) cl,(UE<w, U;) n E = (UC<_‘, U:) n E; and 
(41 I{< < WI: UE” # S>l < w. 
If p and q are in p(f), then p < q if and only if V< < wi (U[ > UT). 
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By (1) and (2), a condition p E P(f) is a countable approximation to a separation of 
the discrete family of closed sets coded by ,f. Although P(f) is not countably closed, 
an easy density argument together with (3) ensures that a generic object actually yields 
a separation. Notice that because points of X \ E are isolated and 7 refines the order 
topology, one way to guarantee (3) is to require 
(*) 
In order to obtain a model in which all discrete families of size Nr are separated, 
we now define a notion of forcing IP = P,, by inductively defining notions of forcing 
IP’p for B < ~3. At each step of the induction, we will also establish that Pp is &-CC 
and w-Baire. We require w-Baire at each stage so that the objects we are working with 
(countable approximations to separations of discrete families introduced by previous 
stages) are actually elements of V. The proof of ti-Baireness requires the following 
lemma. In our intended application, each A, will be a set of the form N,, n WI, where 
N,, is an appropriately chosen countable elementary submodel. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose E C {CL E Q: cf (0) = w} is a nonreflecting stationary set, 
u E ~2, and {A,,: p E WI} is a continuous increasing sequence qf countable subsets of 
u such thut 
~1,~ n(Env)=Env. 
Then { p < WI : cIw2 (AP) n (E n ZI) = A, n (E n 71)) contains a club. 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is an obvious modification of Lemma 1 of [3], and is 
left to the reader. •I 
We now give the inductive definition of the Po’s. Having defined IP, for o < P < ~‘3. 
we define IPg as follows: lo E PO if and only if 
(a) p is a function with domain A!; 
(b) for all cy < P, p [a Ik ~((2) E lP(fa), where fO is a I?‘,-name for a function from 
E to UJr; 
(c) y(o) E V; and 
(d) {o: p(cr) # 0) is countable. 
Given p and y in Pp, we define p < q if and only if for all N < 8, p(a) < q(cy) (i.e.. 
for each (Y < p and [ < WI, L$(‘“’ > U;““‘). 
By GCH and our induction hypotheses, we can ensure that {fa: cr < wa} is an 
enumeration of all nice Pw,-names for functions in urE and that in the canonical way, 
f. is also a Pa-name. 
Condition (c) is reasonable here because of our assumption that each IP, is w-Baire, 
and hence does not add new countable sets. This also ensures that a generic object 
actually yields a separation of each fa, as follows. Fix fa. ,O E E, and p E IP,;. By (b) 
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and the fact that p(a) E V, p la decides the values of fey at each y in En UE._, U~(ai. 
We can also assume that p t cy is strong enough to decide the value of f,(P). Because 
p(a) E V, we can choose a neighborhood Ufncp) of /? so that 
Lemma 2.2. Pp is w-Baire. 
Proof. Let {D,: 72 E w} be a countable family of dense open subsets of PO and let 
4 E Pp be arbitrary. Let X be large enough so that H(X) contains everything relevant, 
and let N be an elementary submodel of H(X) of size w1 that also contains everything 
relevant. By CH, we can assume that N” C N and that there is a continuous increasing 
chain {IV,,: p < WI} of countable elementary submodels of N such that everything 
relevant is in NO and Up_, N,, = N. Set u = N n ~2. Notice that 
cl,,(Nn~~)n(Env)=Nn(Env)=Env, 
so that we can apply Lemma 2.1 with E, v, and {Np f’ ~2: p < WI} to obtain a 
strictly increasing sequence of ordinals {plr}nEw with supremum p such that if o is in 
{p} u {pa: n E u}, then 
cl&N, n w2) n (E n V) = (N, n w2) n (E n V) = N, n E. (**) 
Now define a sequence {pn: n E w} C PO so that 
(a) PO = 4 and pn+ I < PG 
(b) P,+I E D, n NPn ; and 
(cl Np,, n E C (&<w, I’< pn+“a)), whenever p,+l (a) # id. 
Define a function p with domain p by p(a) = (Untw UpCrr): < < WI). Then by 
(**) for p and (*) for p(a), we have p(a) E V and p /a IF p(a) E P(fcy) for each 
a < /3. Thus, p is a condition in Pp. By construction, p E nnEw D, and p < q, so Pp 
is w-Baire. 0 
Lemma 2.3. PB is Nz-CC. 
Proof. This follows immediately from CH, the delta-system lemma for countable sets, 
and the fact that all the relevant objects are essentially countable. 0 
Having completed the inductive construction of the PO’S, let G be P,,-generic. Then 
because we have introduced a generic separation for the discrete family of closed sets 
coded by each f E wlE n V[G], X is < Nt-cwN in V[G]. Because P,, is Nz-CC, 
stationary subsets of w2 are preserved, so X is still not < Nz-cwH. Finally, because P,, 
is w-Baire, CH is still true. 
3. Preimages of X 
Theorem 3.1. V’ /= X is Pin(w). 
Proof. Working in V’, suppose f : Y - X is a continuous < ti-to-l surjection, with Y 
regular. By adding an open discrete set to Y. we can assume that .f is precisely w-to-one, 
so that without loss of generality, the point set of Y is .Y x d. 
Let H and K be a pair of disjoint closed subsets of Y*. Because Y \f-’ (E) is the union 
of a discrete family of countable clopen sets, we can also assume that H U K C f-’ (E). 
For (I E E, set It; = ({a} U {o,~~: m t d}) x d’, and note that ML is a countable 
clopen (hence normal) subset of Y. Set H,, = H n IT 1, and Ii;, = K n I$, Because 
It;, is normal, there are disjoint open ,V<, and r/,, such that H,, C CTa and h-,, Cs by,. 
Clearly, r/,, and V,i, are also open in I’. 
Define a pair of disjoint subsets of (d + I) x w’ as follows: 
B,, = {(m.. n): nb E W, r) E w’, and ((Y,. 11.) E Vi} U {(d. II): (a, TX) E V,,}. 
Lemma 3.2. Fix distinct o and ~j in E. If (Acyr ,!I,,) = (A,j. B,?), then U, n q, = 
[J/j n V, = 0. 
Proof. Let us prove U,, n I+ = 8; the other assertion is similar. Clearly, no (N. II) is 
in &, so fix ((~~~~~12) E U,. If (Q,,,, 11) were also in I$, then because cy,, and $, are 
the only ordinals in {cy,,: 11 t N} U {d,: 71 E W} of the form yw + m, we would have 
IY 1,1 = II),,, But then (711,n) would be an element of B,T = I?,,, contradicting the fact 
that & n A,, = 0. 0 
Fix (A. B) C: [(u + 1) x w]? with A n B = 0 and define 
U(A. B) = U { uci,,: (A,,. B,,) = (A, B)} and 
V(A, B) == u {K: (A<?> 4,) = (A, I?)}. 
Then as an immediate corollary to the previous lemma, we have U(A. B)rlV(A, B) = 0. 
Using CH, we can enumerate all (C, D) C [(ti + I) x in]? with C n D = 0 as 
{(Cc. DC): < <: LJI}. For each < < WI, define EE = {a E E: (A,, Ba) = (C,. DE)}. 
Then E = {EC: < < WI} is a discrete family of closed subsets of X, so by the < N,- 
collectionwise normality of X, there is a separation (0,: < < dl} of 1. Define open 
subsets of Y by 
IJ = U [f-‘(0,) n U(C’:.Dc)] and V = U [f-‘(0,) nV(Cc.DE)]. 
E<dl <idI 
Then U and V are disjoint and separate H and K, so Y is normal. q 
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